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Abstract: consider the growth of the automobile industry 
across since the past two centuries, we are witnessing the fuel 
pricing and customers being more particular about the 
features the automobile makers are constantly optimizing 
their processes to increase fuel efficiency but what if you could 
have a reliable estimator for car’s given some known 
specifications about vehicle?. 

Ability to model and predict the fuel consumption is vital in 
enhancing fuel economy of vehicles and preventing fraudulent 
activities in fleet management. fuel consumption of a vehicle 
depends on several internal factors such as 
distance,load,vehicle characteristics and driver behavior, as 
well as external factors such as road conditions, traffic, and 
weather. However, not all these factors may be measures or 
available for the fuel efficiency analysis. Hence, the challenge 
is to model and/or predict the fuel efficiency only with the 
available data, while still indirectly capturing as much as 
influences from other internal and external factors. 

Machine learning is suitable in such analysis ,as the model can 
be developed by learning the patterns in data. 

Key words: MPG(mileage per gallon), tensor(array), 
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1)INTRODUCTION: 

The automotive industry is extremely competitive. with 
increasing fuel prices and picky consumers, automobile 
makers are constantly optimizing their processes to increase 
fuel efficiency. but what if you could have a reliable 
estimator for a car’s mpg given some known specifications 
about the vehicle? Then, you could beat a competitor to 
market by both having a more desirable vehicle that is also 
more efficient, reducing wasted R&D costs and gaining larger 
providing an alternate solution to simulation models that are 
used to predict the fuel consumption of vehicles chunks of 
the market .  

1.2) aim and objective: 

 To build a model that could reliably predict a car’s 
MPG 

 Providing an alternate solution to simulations 
models that are used to predict the fuel efficiency of 
cars 

 It can also be useful in detection of anomalous cars 
by identifying irregular fuel efficiency. 

 Minimize model size and increase accuracy. 

2)PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This paper explains the fuel efficiency of car’s using linear 
regressions with gradient descent algorithm and adding UI 
server and mongo DB database. the proposed structure of 
the fuel efficiency system perform following task:A)server: 
start express server in terminal in our code file B)webpage: 
write localhost:3000 on address bar then load our page . we 
see the form for calculate mpg of car’s  

C)hbs : this is a template engine support the node js and it 
serve the our html tag, CSS , values from node js . 

d)mongo DB :mongo client connect our server and store the 
value in database with data schema. export csv file of our 
data in our storage from mongo DB. we use node js in 
backend side, server express , database is mongo DB . we 
calculate mpg on hbs file. hbs means handlerbars. Hbs I 
template engine.this engine server static data on webpage 
that’s help us to perform mpg calculation on webserver. 

We use algorithm to calculate car MPG values using linear 
regression with gradient descent. this make solve machine 
learning problem. gradient descent is an optimization 
algorithm used to find the values of parameter(coeffients) of 
a function (f) that minimizes a cost function (cost).gradient 
descent is best used when the parameters cannot be 
calculated analytically(eg. Using linear algebra) and must be 
searched for by an optimization algorithm. 

Taking data of car from internet and make csv file. car 
displacement, car name, horsepower, weight , their actual 
mpg value. We use displacement, weight, horsepower for 
predict mpg value. take displacement in cubic inch and 
weight in tons, horsepower in hp.  
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3)SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

4)FLOWCHART: 

We use car displacement, weight, horsepower for predict 
mpg values. We use express for server to get ,post values in 
database and webpage. we use mongo DB database foe 
storing mpg values. We template engine to render the html, 
CSS, JavaScript. We gradient descent algorithm for model 
accuracy. first step we start server from terminal in code 
editor then we access localhost::port and template engine 
render the html , CSS , JavaScript on webpage. 

Then we see the form for calculate the mpg value then add 
car values then click submit button. Automatic show Ans in 
answer webpage and that page on nav bar have save option 
click on it then open mongo compass and refresh it and see 
the collection . then we want data use export option then 
save data in csv file. 

 

 5)CONCLUSION: 

 We built a model that could reliably predict a car’s mpg given 
some information about the car within 2.5 mpg of the actual 
value. This model could be trained with newer car data and 
be used to predict competitor’s future mpg ratings for 
upcoming cars, allowing companies to potentially resources 
currently used on R&D today on making more efficient, more 
popular vehicles that outshine competitors. Additionally, in 
the field of automotive engineering, there is a significant 
difference in the running mechanism of the engine between 
cold and hot starts so that the impact on the fuel 
consumption is also worth paying attention to. While our 
model may be inaccurate in some cases, we talked about how 
our dataset can contain inaccurate values for the MPG, and 
oftentimes, our predictions are more accurate than the 
values in the dataset. For newer cars, the collected data is 
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significantly more reliable, so our model will be able to 
perform better with different, more accurate dataset. 
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